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Introduction
Every day, more and more customers are using voice to interact with technology—to play games, turn
on the lights, get the latest news, and beyond. Voice services like Amazon Alexa are quickly growing in
popularity: In fact, customers have purchased more than 100 million Alexa-enabled devices and millions of
people have more than one Echo device in their home. Alexa has become a regular part of our customers’
lives.
Developers are capitalizing on the emerging voice industry by building capabilities, or skills, that make
Alexa smarter and more useful for our customers. Innovators, like you, are building voice experiences that
redefine the way customers interact with technology. You can build skills using the Alexa Skills Kit (ASK),
a collection of self-service APIs, tools, documentation, and code samples. With ASK, anyone can leverage
Amazon’s knowledge in voice design to build quickly and easily. There are already hundreds of thousands
of developers building Alexa skills – now is the time for you to join them.
With in-skill purchasing (ISP) and Amazon Pay for Alexa Skills, developers are able to monetize their
skills by selling digital and real-word goods and services, respectively. Digital goods and services can include
hint packs in a trivia skill, additional lives in a game skill, and others. Real-world goods and services are sold
by you directly to the customer, not on Amazon.com, and can include food, clothing, gym memberships,
and more.
Currently, ISP is available only for US skills, but developers from around the world can access the feature
and publish to the US Alexa Skills Store. Follow the Alexa Developer Blog for more updates on ISP,
including international availability. Amazon Pay is available in the US, the UK, Germany, France, Italy, Spain,
Austria, Ireland and Japan.
Customers have reacted positively to monetized skills, showing a willingness to transact through voice.
Some developers are even reporting higher conversion rates for in-skill purchases through voice on Alexa
versus mobile. So, whether you are a hobbyist developer looking to build the next big digital game, or a
bakery looking to take cake orders, you can leverage the powerful technology powered by Alexa to reach
customers across more than 100 million Alexa-enabled devices to generate revenue.
In this guide, we share how to build engaging monetized skills using Alexa developer tools, how to promote
your skill, and spotlights on developers who are successfully making money with their Alexa skills. Now is
the time to tap into this growing voice economy. Get started today.
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Ways to Make Money with Alexa Skills
Sell Digital Goods and Services through In-Skill Purchases (ISP)
With ISP, you can sell premium digital content to enrich your Alexa skill experience. Examples include
features or content such as game products, interactive stories, and more. ISP supports one-time purchases
that offer access to one type of premium content for the life of the skill, subscriptions that offer access
to all premium content for a period of time, and consumables that offer access to one specific premium
content that is depleted upon use. You define your premium offering and list price, and we handle the
voice-first purchasing flow. We also provide self-service tools to manage your in-skill products and optimize
their sales performance over time.

Sell Real-World Goods and Services through Amazon Pay
With Amazon Pay for Alexa Skills, you can use Amazon’s simple voice purchasing flow to sell goods or
services such as event tickets, transportation, flower delivery, food, clothing, and more. These items are
sold by you directly to the customer; you do not need to be a Seller on Amazon.com to offer your products
through Alexa. To set up Amazon Pay, you will need to register as an Amazon Pay merchant. Amazon Pay
integrates with your existing CRM and order management solutions, so you can manage your sales in your
current process.
In addition to ISP and Amazon Pay, you can also earn money through Alexa Developer Rewards, a
program that pays developers for skills that receive some of the highest customer engagement. Skills in
eligible categories are automatically considered for developer rewards each month. We notify you via email
if your eligible skill earned rewards for the previous month.

In-Skill Purchasing (ISP)
How to Build Premium Digital Content for Your Alexa Skill
Establish What to Build
The first step in the skill-building journey is to identify what you want to build and what content you will
offer to customers as free versus paid content, since a portion of your premium skill will need to be free for
customers. This free content is a perfect opportunity to capture the attention of customers and convince
them why they should purchase your premium content.
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Some developers already have a clear idea of what they will build. For example, a blogger looking to
transition their content from online to voice might make the first five blog posts free for customers and
offer a monthly subscription that unlocks additional posts. But, if you are a developer seeking inspiration
on what to build, here are some ideas:
Hobbies
What are your hobbies? Chances are that many other Alexa customers share those hobbies, too.
Identify an area of interest to you and collect as much information about it as possible.
For example, if you are an avid golfer, you can create a skill about golfing that gives customers
facts about golf, tips on how to improve their golf game, and updates on upcoming golf
competitions. You can choose to make the golf facts free, and offer tips and competition updates
as paid content using ISP in the form of a monthly subscription. If you love golf so much that you
even make your own golf balls, you can offer customers the ability to buy customized golf balls
through your skill using Amazon Pay (covered in the next section).
Community
Look around your community; there are content owners all around you who would be thrilled to
reach new customers through voice. You could approach them and ask if you can leverage their
content to build a monetized skill.
For example, developer Mauri Niininen wanted to build a skill but wasn’t sure what to build. So
he came up with the idea to build a skill with hypnotherapist, Barry Thain, a clinical hypnotist
whose MP3 files help people with physiological and psychological issues. Niininen himself had
been using Thain’s hypnotherapy MP3 files to help with sleep, and thought that it would be a
great use case for voice. Niininen pitched the idea to Thain, who agreed to provide his audio files,
and Mauri built the skill hypno therapist. When ISP became available, Niininen monetized the skill
for the US Alexa Skills Store with consumables and a subscription model. Customers can access
six hypnotherapies for free, or purchase a consumable that gives them access to five additional
therapies, or a subscription which unlocks all the additional therapies. Hypno therapist has allowed
Thain to reach new customers in a way never imagined. “I used to treat four patients a day…
now, with hypno therapist, I am delivering therapies to tens of thousands of customers a day. It’s
extraordinary,” said Thain.
These are just a few ideas to help you brainstorm what to build, but there are many other ways to find
inspiration. What are some things you wish you could do through voice that would make your life more
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productive, more fun, or both? Would you be willing to pay for it? Answering these questions will help you
identify content for a great new skill that will engage customers and earn you money.
Design a Compelling Free Experience
Before you add a premium experience to your skill, you first need to build an engaging skill that resonates
with customers and keeps them coming back. Since all monetized skills are required to provide a free
experience for customers, you should be thoughtful around how you will differentiate premium content
from free content.
Your free content should aim to hook customers by providing a compelling experience. If your free
experience isn’t delightful, chances are customers won’t return to it over time and won’t feel compelled to
spend money to unlock additional content and functionalities.
For example, if you are building a game skill where players are offered access to additional levels via an inskill product, then make sure to build out a compelling free experience that makes customers want to pay
for the premium experience. Or, if you are a bakery looking to sell cakes through Amazon Pay, perhaps you
first engage customers with access to free cake recipes.
How do you design an engaging free experience? Make sure your skill has the following 10 qualities:

1. Do one thing really well: Make sure your skill has a specific purpose or value. This will help you
reach passionate customers who care about the problem you’re solving for them.
2. Use a memorable invocation name and utterance: Take the time to consider and present
a memorable invocation name and example phrase. Choose options that will stick with the
customer.
3. Focus on intents rather than commands: Consider the customer who doesn’t know exactly
what they want to ask for or wants to try something totally new. Find ways to teach your
customers new experiences and keep them coming back.
4. Simplify choices: Use specific phrases in your prompting. Leave no room for ambiguity and help
customers along.
5. Pass the one-breath test: Design responses that you can say in one breath. Use this litmus test
to keep responses concise and conversational.
6. Include a variety of responses: Don’t make your customers have the same exact interaction over
and over again. Add variety to surprise and delight them.
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7. Handle the unexpected gracefully: When your skill doesn’t hear or understand the customer,
use natural and gentle phrasing to get the conversation back on track.
8. Use analytics to make enhancements: Monitor your skill’s analytics and interactions and use
that data to make improvements to your skill.
9. Provide contextual help: When providing help responses, consider what the customer is
currently doing and what they’ve already tried, then give contextual recommendations on how
to continue.
10. Do beta testing: Conduct a beta test to gather early feedback on your skill and make
improvements before your skill is publicly available.

To dive deeper into these tips, download our guide, 10 Things Every Alexa Skill Should Do.
Adding an Enriching Premium Experience
Once you’ve created a great free experience, you can add premium content using ISP. Your premium
content should offer incremental value to the customer, extending or enhancing their in-skill experience
with new features, tools or content. You should be thoughtful around what type of products you offer
the customer, when you offer it, and how. Optimizing this process, known as your upsell strategy, will help
customers discover and engage with your premium content, helping to drive revenue to your pocket. Here
are four best practices to keep in mind as you design a premium experience:

1. Help customers find your offer: : Make sure you suggest the right upsell at the right time. Your
suggestion should come when a customer completes a task that prepares them for the premium
experience or when they’ve made a request that could be fulfilled by a premium experience.
Make a suggestion based on how customers have used your skill, which you can see via skill
usage reporting provided in the Alexa Developer Console. Your upsell is typically followed
by a yes/no question like, “Would you like to learn more?” If the customer says yes, they will be
led to the offer where Amazon provides the description and price and completes the purchase
flow. If your skill already provides options when launched, you can also include an option to
hear a list of your products by supporting a “What can I buy” utterance. This allows customers
to learn about your premium content on-demand. By supporting the “what can I buy” utterance,
you allow customers to discover and engage with your premium content, helping to accelerate
familiarity with and adoption of your in-skill products. Go here for sample JSON to build an
intent that supports this utterance.
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2. Don’t make a hard sell: Remember to suggest the right solution at the right time. Avoid
interrupting your customer with an offer or giving them a sales pitch. When you do make
a suggestion, explain why your product is relevant at this moment and what it does for the
customer. Avoid being pushy; only make one suggestion. If a customer isn’t interested, continue
where they left off. As your customers interact with your skill, avoid suggesting a product too
often. Start conservatively, then change the frequency over time to find the best approach.
3. Lean on Amazon for the purchase process: You handle parts of the customer experience, and
Amazon handles the rest. Provide proactive, helpful suggestions for your in-skill products, then
hand off the details and purchase process to Alexa with an upsell or buy directive. Send the
customer directly to Amazon’s purchase flow when a customer asks for an in-skill product by its
name. There is no need to confirm if the customer wants to learn more and is interested.
4. Help customers get their money’s worth: Encourage repeat usage of your skill. Give customers
a reason to come back daily or weekly to unlock new content or rewards for continued use. And
make sure your pricing is contextual Run experiments with your suggestions and your pricing
to see which model is most attractive to your customers. You can view metrics on your in-skill
products on the Measure Skill Usage page of the developer console.

Remember that customers regularly use skills that they love. Strive to deliver experiences that are useful,
engaging, and delightful. Start with solid free content then build a compelling premium experience.
Suggest the right upgrade at the right time, then deliver on that promise every time.

Do

Don't

Determine whether a customer is
interested in your product

Don’t include pricing details, this
is handled by Amazon

Offer relevant products to the customer

Don’t give the customer a generic sales pitch

Summarize what the product will
provide to the customer

Never interrupt the customer

End with an explicit confirmation
(Yes/No) statement

Avoid offering multiple products at the same time

Make sure to offer different
products each time for variety

Don’t keep suggesting the same product, it
will feel like an interruption to the customer

Make the customer aware of any quantity
or time limits on the product

Don’t leave the customer stuck at a
paywall, blocking additional content
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Adding ISP to Your Skill
One-Time Purchases, Subscriptions, and Consumables
ISP supports one-time purchases that offer access to one type of premium content for the life of the skill,
subscriptions that offer access to all premium content for a period of time, and consumables that offer
access to one specific premium content that is depleted upon use.
One-time purchases are enduring entitlements. This means that once customers purchase them, they have
access forever. Entitlements are things like a new level in a game or access to a more advanced tool where
that acquired capability doesn’t expire. Entitlements purchased by customers must be supported for the
life of the skill.
Subscriptions provide access to premium content or features for a period of time. Customers are charged
on a recurring basis until they cancel their subscription. The most common subscription model is monthly.
We recommend you offer a free trial period so customers can see the benefit of paying for the premium
content. Subscriptions must be supported through the final subscription term purchased by customers.
A consumable is a product that customers can purchase, are depleted upon use, and then able to be
purchased again. With consumables, you can sell products that are relevant in the moment to customers as
they experience your skill, such as a pack of hints in a trivia skill or an extra life in a game skill.
Decide which in-skill products are most contextually relevant to your skill and be sure to price them
according to the incremental value they provide to your customers.
Purchase Flow
As mentioned above, you handle parts of the customer experience (the upsell), and Amazon handles the
rest (the offer). Namely, Amazon provides the purchase experience flow and also keeps track of which
products are available and which have already been purchased. Your skill makes calls to determine if
purchases have been made, and to pass purchase requests to Amazon. For inventory tracking related to
consumables, Amazon will track the total number of purchases made by the customer and within your skill
you will track how much has been consumed.
Let’s look at how this works in two scenarios: 1. Offering an upsell in context and 2. Supporting proactive
buying. Let’s say your skill is an interactive fiction where customers can make one-time purchases to buy
the “castle pack” or the “ocean pack.” In the first scenario, customers using your skill reach a point where
they cannot proceed unless they have the “castle pack.” You make a call to determine whether they already
purchased it. If they have, the skill continues uninterrupted. If they have not, the skill would offer the
product as an upsell. If the customer is interested, Amazon will provide the description and price, and if the
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customer accepts, complete the purchase flow. Control is then handed back to the skill which continues
where the customer left off.
In the second scenario, customers are leaning into the purchasing process and don’t require a suggestion
(or upsell). They could simply say, “What can I buy?” in order to hear a list of available products (i.e. castle
pack, ocean pack) or “I want to buy castle pack.” In these cases, your skill would receive intents as it would
for any other utterance. Your skill would help the customer choose a product (if necessary), and then send
a request to Amazon to start the purchase flow for that product without first making an upsell.
In these examples, we used one-time purchases; however, these scenarios also apply to the other types of
in-skill product.
You set the list price for your in-skill product and will be paid 70% of list price, before any discount offered
by Amazon. For example, if the list price is $2.00, you’ll receive $1.40 (70%) even if the customer receives
a discount from Amazon. Because of this, do not mention specifics around pricing in your skill. Instead,
include the price in your ISP product definition along with the description and name. Amazon’s purchase
flow will communicate these items to customers.

How to Build In-Skill Products
Before you can start selling products and subscriptions in your skill, you first need to create them. You can
do this directly in the developer console or via the Alexa Skills Kit Command-Line Interface (ASK CLI). This
guide will provide a high level overview of both.
First, log in to your developer console account and click “Create skill.” This will lead you to the “Create a new
skill” page, where you are required to enter your skill name and pick a model to add to your skill.
Once you are on the Build homepage, click on “In-Skill Products” in your left hand toolbar or on the right
side under the skill builder checklist. Either will lead you to the monetization landing page.
(image on following page)
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Or, in the ASK CLI, you can use the command:
ask add isp
Next, you are prompted to choose what type of product you want to build.

When working with the ASK CLI, an in-skill product is represented in a JSON file that is added to your skill’s
project folder. You can see examples of these JSON files in our technical documentation, here.
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Once you create your new in-skill products, you still need to link them to your skill. When using the
developer console, you can easily link available products with a skill by clicking “Link” under the “Actions”
column.

If you are using the ASK CLI, issue the standard “ask deploy” command, or to deploy only the in-skill
products, you can use:
ask deploy --target isp
At this point, your in-skill products are available to access in your code. They will not be available to your
customers until you submit your skill through certification, however. Below are a few additional steps
before your monetized skill is ready to be submitted:
Listing Your Available Products
Once you deploy your products, you can use the new In-Skill Purchase API to retrieve the list of your
available products and their purchases status with the current customer. For example, if the customer
has already purchased the Science Trivia Pack, that product will be marked as “ENTITLED” because the
customer already has already paid for the premium content. Items the customer hasn’t purchased are
marked as “NOT_ENTITLED.” (Learn more in our technical documentation on Adding ISPs to a Skill.) You
can see the full set of properties in the following JSON snippet:
(code sample on following page)
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{
“productId”: “amzn1.adg.product.some-id”,
“referenceName”: “ProductName”,
“type”: “SUBSCRIPTION”,
“name”: “Friendly Name”,
“summary”: “Description of the product.”,
“entitled”: “NOT_ENTITLED”,
“purchasable”: “PURCHASABLE”
}
At the beginning of each session, make a call to this API to retrieve your product list. This will make it easy
for you to recommend products the customer doesn’t yet have and honor the products they’ve already
purchased.
Suggesting a Purchase to Your Customer
There will be many opportunities, when customers are using your skill, to remind them that there are
additional questions or features that are available for purchase. For example, after a customer finishes
playing your free daily quiz, you could mention that the skill offers additional daily quizzes on a variety of
subjects as part of your monthly “all access” Quiz Subscription. The following code sample shows how you
can use the Alexa Skills Kit Node.js SDK to send this command:
return handlerInput.responseBuilder
.addDirective({
		‘type’: ‘Connections.SendRequest’,
		‘name’: ‘Upsell’,
		payload’: {
			‘InSkillProduct’: {
				‘productId’: product.productId
				},
				

‘upsellMessage’: product.summary + “. Want to 		

			learn more?”
			},
			‘token’: ‘correlationToken’
		})
.getResponse();
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Once this request is sent, the Alexa service takes over and handles the rest of the transaction. This includes
things like reading the product description, offering the pricing, and concluding the purchase. (This is all
based on the configuration of your in-skill products, of course.) Once the transaction is completed, a new
request type, Connections.Response, is sent to your skill, alerting you to the results of the interaction.
”request”: {
“type”: “Connections.Response”,
“requestId”: “amzn1.echo-api.request.5ad97da2-8581-4693-aa6f-		
17a21c81efb7”,
“timestamp”: “2018-04-24T13:29:30Z”,
“locale”: “en-US”,
“status”: {
		“code”: “200”,
		“message”: “OK”
		},
“name”: “Upsell”,
“payload”: {
		“purchaseResult”: “ACCEPTED”,
		“productId”: “amzn1.adg.product.ec40896a-4153-469a-8896-		
		2a2ebdca03b2”
		},
“token”: “correlationToken”
}
Looking at the payload.purchaseResult, you can determine whether the customer successfully made the
purchase or decided to cancel the transaction. At this point in the flow, you should acknowledge the
customer’s decision and continue your skill experience.
Enabling the Customer to Be in Control
At any time, the customer can say things like, “What can I buy?” to hear a list of available products or, “I
want to buy {ProductName}” to make a purchase. If the customer gives you a valid product name, go
ahead and start the purchase flow. If the customer doesn’t, you should offer a few relevant products from
your catalog.
When you’re setting up your custom slot, use the product name in the value, the referenceName in the ID,
and be sure to add variations as synonyms, like in the image on the following page.
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For example, if your product is “castle pack,” you might also include things a customer might reasonably say
like “castle,” “medieval,” and “king and queen adventure” as synonyms. Then if you get an ER_SUCCESS_
MATCH in your JSON resolutions, you can use the ID to start the purchase flow. If you get an ER_SUCCESS_
NO_MATCH, you can clarify and re-prompt, letting the customer know you don’t have a product that
matches the name they provided.
If you offer subscriptions, you also need to include a cancelSubscriptionIntent, which allows the customer
to cancel the subscription with their voice.
Adding Consumables
If you choose to offer a consumable in-skill product, once a customer purchases it, you can expect it to
be consumed. Consumable products provide you with a great deal of flexibility in how the product is
consumed. Some products may be consumed by the passage of time; others may be consumed through
a deliberate action of a customer. Some may be consumed a little bit at a time or one-by-one; others may
be consumed in a group. You may choose to prevent a customer from purchasing a product again until
after the first is consumed. You might decide to award a customer extra inventory.
With this flexibility comes the responsibility to track each customer’s consumption -- Amazon only tracks
how many times the product was purchased. The easiest way to store the data you need to track is in
persistent attributes since they are already connected with the customer’s userId. We recommend you
audit your inventory values periodically, and if discrepancies occur to resolve the discrepancy in a customer
friendly way. You can learn more about managing the inventory for consumable purchases here.
For more information on building a skill with ISP, check out our documentation Create and Manage InSkill Products for the developer console or Create and Edit In-Skill Products with the ASK CLI.
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Hear it from a Skill Builder: How Steven Arkonovich Is Using ISP to Deepen
Engagement with Customers and Earn Money
When philosophy and ethics professor Steven Arkonovich first experienced voice technology, he never
imagined he’d create one of CNET’s seven “must-have” Alexa skills. With over 60,000 active monthly users,
that skill—Big Sky—has earned the Alexa Champion both income and publicity.
Big Sky is a skill that provides weather information to customers. Steven first created Big Sky because he
didn’t want to listen to an entire weather report just to hear a specific bit of information. His idea was to let
each customer decide whether they want to hear a detailed report or just the current temperature, humidity,
chance of precipitation, and so on.
With ISP, Steven offers customers a monthly subscription that gives them the ability to personalize their
default location, report type (detailed or basic), units of measure, and more. The subscription also unlocks a
number of other premium features, including customized weather alerts. Severe weather alerts are available
as part of the free experience, but subscribers can enable five different kinds of weather alerts and set the
time of day they want to hear each one. And Arkonovich is planning to add new features, like radar imagery,
to the subscription regularly.
“Allowing users to customize their experience fits so naturally with what people expect from voice
technology,” said Arkonovich. “Being able to monetize such features gives developers even more incentive to
take their skills and their business to the next level.”
Customer response to the subscription has been positive—50% of Big Sky customers opt to purchase the
premium experience when offered. In the week after the CNET article recommended Big Sky, Steven saw
week-over-week subscriptions jump by 486%. “The success I’ve had so far in offering my customers premium
features and content via in-skill purchasing has renewed my motivation to make the very best product I can,”
said Arkonovich. “I can now see myself turning my passion for building Alexa skills into a real business.”
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Amazon Pay for Alexa Skills
Use Alexa to Enhance Your Customer’s Shopping Experience
If you sell real-world goods and services, Alexa delivers a new way for customers to interact with you and
expands your ability to engage with them across their shopping journey. For example, use Alexa to give
recommendations, create shopping lists, enable easy re-orders, make order changes, or provide delivery
notifications. The possibilities are endless. Amazon Pay makes it easy for your customers to complete their
purchases within your skill without having to enter credit card details. They pay for their orders using the
information already stored in their Amazon account and do not need to login with their username and
password.
If you are new to developing an Alexa experience for your business, follow these tips to get started:

1. Keep it simple: Start with a simple, common task that can be automated and is easy to support
using a voice user interface. Ideas include customer service-oriented functions such as delivery
alerts and order status, or purchase actions such as re-orders.
2. Limit your offerings: If you decide to create a skill oriented towards new purchases, start with
a small selection that your customers will feel comfortable with buying without needing to see
them or do more research. For example, best sellers or promotional deals on well-known items
make it easy for customers to confidently buy through Alexa.
3. Design for multi-channel interaction: Allow Alexa to start the shopping journey by allowing
customers to create a wish list or ask her to purchase items added to the cart from the web or a
mobile app. Amazon Pay makes it seamless for you to support the places where your customer
wants to shop.

Below is an example interaction for No Nicks, our demo skill that allows a customer to order a starter kit or
refill blades. The code for this demo skill is available on GitHub for you to download as a reference.
Customer: Alexa, open No Nicks.
Alexa: Welcome to No Nicks. We have everything you need for the perfect shave. Are you
interested in a starter kit, or refills?
Customer: Starter kit
Alexa: Our 9 dollar starter kit comes with a weighted razor handle, three blades, and a two ounce
tube of menthol shaving cream. Do you want to order it?
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Customer: Yes
Alexa: Amazon Pay will be used for your payment. Your total is 9 dollars including tax and free
two-day shipping to your address at 410 TERRY AVE N. Do you want me to complete your order
now?
Customer: Yes
Alexa: 9 dollars will be paid using Amazon Pay. More information in the Alexa app.
Alexa: Your order has been placed. Thanks for shaving with No Nicks.
Within the Alexa app, the customer sees the following purchase confirmation:
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Registering as an Amazon Pay Merchant
To link your Alexa skill with Amazon Pay and process transactions, you need to set up an Amazon Pay
account and have it ready for configuring your Alexa skill, via the following steps:

1. Sign up for an Amazon Pay account based on where your business is located (Austria, France,
Germany, Ireland, Italy, Spain, US and UK).
2. Gather your credentials. You can find the following credentials in Seller Central on the Amazon
Pay and Login with Amazon Integration Settings page (from the Integration menu, click MWS
Access Key):
3. Set up Amazon Pay Sandbox test accounts. The Sandbox environment allows you to simulate
your customers’ experience using Amazon Pay, but without using real money. For more
information on setting up Sandbox test accounts, see the Setting up an Amazon Pay Sandbox
Test Account section in the Amazon Pay and Login with Amazon integration guide.

After You’ve Built Your Skill, Link It with Your Amazon Pay Account
To link your Alexa skill with Amazon Pay and process transactions, you need to set up an Amazon Pay
account and have it ready for configuring your Alexa skill, via the following steps:
Under the Build tab, select Permissions. Select the Amazon Pay permission option then complete the
following steps in Seller Central:

1. Confirm that you are in Sandbox View.
2. Click Integration, and then click Alexa.
3. On the Amazon Pay on Alexa Skills page, click Connect an Alexa skill.
4. In the dialog box, paste your Alexa skill ID, and check the check box to acknowledge that your
skill will sell only real-world goods and services that are permitted by Amazon Pay’s Acceptable
Use Policy and no digital goods or services consumed on Alexa. Then click Connect.
5. Repeat steps 3 through 5 in Production View to link your skill to your Amazon Pay account for
production use.

Setting up Your Payment Workflow
Amazon Pay offers two types of charging scenarios:
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Charge Now
You charge customers while they are interacting with your skill. This scenario is best for one-time purchases
where you know the exact charge amount. The No Nicks demo skill uses the Charge Now workflow. Below
is a sequence diagram for the typical Charge Now interaction.

Charge Later
You can charge customers at a later time by passing the token from your skill to your backend servers,
which can be set up to handle requests to the Amazon Pay API. Charge Later works best in the following
scenarios:

•

The customer is still shopping or using your skill after selecting items for checkout (e.g. you
introduce upsell offers or promotional tie-ins)

•

The checkout amount is not yet known (e.g. you have pay-as-you-go usage or the service will be
used at a later time)

•

You charge on a regularly recurring basis (e.g. your offering is a subscription service)

•

You will recognize the customer and offer personalized or tailored experiences based on account
history.

On the following page is a sequence diagram for the typical Charge Later interaction.
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For additional instructions on setting up your payment workflow, see technical documentation here.
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Hear it from a Skill Builder: How Virgin Trains Is Using Amazon Pay to Extend
Brand Reach to New Customers
The biggest impact that voice ordering has made for customers is reducing the time it takes to make a
booking, which is 66% faster through voice than online.
Now, Virgin Trains customers have a new, faster way to purchase tickets. Passengers with access to Alexaenabled devices—including Echo and Echo Dot— are able to book advance single tickets using just their
voice. Rail travelers purchase tickets with a simple voice-based command, and transaction payments are
quickly completed through Amazon Pay.
The introduction of ticket purchases via voice follows Virgin Trains’ launch of a skill for Amazon Alexa in
November 2017 that allows customers to inquire about rail information by asking Alexa. The use of an
Alexa skill is one of a range of innovations Virgin Trains has introduced to increase customer satisfaction.
The Virgin Trains skill for Alexa is part of a host of digital projects designed to offer Virgin Trains’
passengers the most innovative and forward-looking customer experience.
“It’s just another example of Virgin Trains leading the way in digital innovation within the rail industry,” said
Sullivan. “From finding train times online to arriving at your destination, we want to make every journey
with Virgin Trains amazing. Our collaboration with Amazon is a great example of this commitment to
putting the customer first.”

Certification Tips
Functional Tests
A great customer experience is an important part of an Alexa skill. To prepare your skill with ISP for
certification, make sure it meets all certification requirements for custom skills. If you have added
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Amazon Pay to your skill, you must certify your skill with Amazon Pay. Your skill should also pass all of
the tests described in Functional Testing for a Custom Skill.

User Experience Tests
Ensure your skill passes all of the tests described in User Experience Testing for a Custom Skill. In
addition, check your skill using the list of certification tests outlined below.
For skills using ISP:

Test
Start the skill and ask for information
about all of your available products.
To be eligible for promotion, you must include
the utterance “What can I buy” in this intent.

Expected Result

A user can get information about all the
products (entitlements, consumables, and
subscriptions) available in the skill.

Invoke the purchase suggestion
(upsell) scenarios for your skill.

Your product offers occur in a context that makes
sense to the user. A user knows what they are being
asked to purchase and why. The purchase prompt
does not include the list price and the product
suggestion and purchase prompt are different.

Start your skill and ask to buy each product your
skill offers. Try to use the product immediately.

A user can successfully buy every product
associated with your skill and use it immediately.

Start your skill and ask to buy each product
your skill offers. End the skill session. Resume
the skill and try to use each product.

A user can successfully buy every product associated
with your skill and use it in another skill session.

Buy each product your skill offers.

Review the purchase receipt for each item.
The description and image for the product
accurately reflect the product purchased.

Buy a product and start a flow that
would prompt a purchase suggestion if
the product had not been purchased.

The user does not receive a purchase suggestion
to buy a product they already own.

Complete a scenario that would result in a
purchase suggestion. Decline the suggestion.

The user does not enter the purchase flow, and
the skill continues to provide the free content.

Complete a scenario that would result in a
purchase suggestion. Accept the suggestion,
but decline the purchase prompt.

The skill resumes smoothly and
continues to provide free content.
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Test

Expected Result

Complete a skill flow that results in a
purchase suggestion. Decline the offer,
and complete the same flow again.

The user does not receive purchase suggestions
for the same products they recently declined.

For skills that offer a subscription, cancel
the subscription with a voice request.

The user can successfully cancel the subscription.

For skills that offer one-time purchases
and consumables, ask for a refund.

The user can ask for a refund and is
directed to Amazon customer support.

Set up invalid payment information for
your account and try to buy a product.

The purchase flow provides a failure message to
the user. Your skill does not repeat this information,
but resumes the skill and suggests content that
has been already purchased or free content.

Purchase multiple consumable products,
then use at least one. Disable the skill,
then re-enable the skill and check
your inventory of consumables. Use
one of the consumables again.

The user can ask for their inventory
of consumable products available for
use and gets an accurate count.

For skills using Amazon Pay:

Test

Expected Result

Invoke the skill using the name of your store.

The user should be able to open the skill
by saying “Alexa ask [seller name]…”
or “Alexa, open [seller name].”
Before completing the order, the skill
confirms the seller of record, products
ordered, delivery details, and the order total,
including any taxes or tip/delivery charges.

Order an item through the skill.
Example: Amazon Pay will be used for your payment.
Your total is 9 dollars including tax and free two
day shipping to your address at 410 TERRY AVE N.
Do you want me to complete your order now?
(table continued on following page)
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Test

Expected Result
The skill confirms the order and an order
confirmation card appears in the Alexa app.

Complete the purchase.

Example: 9 dollars will be paid using
Amazon Pay. More information in the Alexa
app. Your order has been placed.

Order an item through the skill, end the
session, and then re-invoke the skill.

The user should be presented with the option to
continue their previous session or start a new one.

Request a refund.

The skill tells the user how they can request a refund.

Buy a product and start a flow that
would prompt a purchase suggestion if
the product had not been purchased.

The user does not receive a purchase suggestion
to buy a product they already own.

Complete an order through the
skill and then cancel it.

The skill tells the user how they can cancel the order.

Skill Submission
If your skill includes an in-skill product, provide detailed testing instructions on how to buy when you
submit your skill to certification. The certification team will need to be able to test your purchases in order
to pass your skill.
Refer to Guide to Launch Your Skill to complete all of the required skill information and then submit your
skill for certification. Note that if you add, remove, or update products from your skill, you must submit
your skill for recertification. While you can stop selling a product within your skill, you can only remove
products that have not been purchased from live skills.

Optimizing Your Published Monetized Skill
Marketing Your Skill
Once you’ve built an engaging skill, you are ready to start promoting your skill. Marketing allows customers
to discover your skill and helps drive traffic to your skill. When marketing your skill, be mindful of your
target and messaging.
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You can market your skill in different of ways. First, your skill could be featured in Amazon-owned
marketing channels. This includes placement on the Alexa Skills Store landing page, inclusion in
outbound emails to Alexa customers, and others. For your skill to be considered for Amazon marketing,
ensure it meets these 7 criteria.
You can also market your skill through your personal or professional networks (email, word of mouth),
social media (Twitter, Facebook), and others. When promoting your skill, make sure to follow the Amazon
Alexa brand guidelines found here. Below are some tips on how you can leverage marketing to drive new
customers to your skill:

1. Send an Email to Your Network: The easiest way to attract new users is to let the people you
know that you have a new Alexa skill. Customers, colleagues and other people in your network
will likely want to check out your latest innovation if you let them know. Send your network a
quick note with a link to the skill on the Alexa Skills Store along with the instructions on how to
enable and invoke it on Alexa. If you already have customers who are using your products, you
can notify them about your new Alexa skill. Send them an email or include details about the skill
in your newsletter. Include a few sample utterances to pique their interest and help them get
started.
2. Add to Your Email Signature and Update Marketing Icons: Your email signature is prime real
estate for important products or messages you want to promote. Include a quick description and
a link to your skill to build awareness for your skill. You can also include an image of your skill
icon and a sample utterance to help users get started quickly as soon as they click to learn more
and enable your skill. And now that you have a beautiful new Alexa icon to showcase your skill
visually, add it to your social, mobile and other marketing icons.
3. Feature Your Skill on Your Website and/or Storefront: Your website is a great location to
showcase news and important announcements, including the launch of your new Alexa skill.
Once your skill is published, craft a message for your homepage announcing your skill and
pointing customers to it in the Alexa Skills Store. If you are a business owner with a storefront,
place marketing for your Alexa skill in your storefront where customers can see it. You can also
make the announcement and introduce your skill on your blog. Your blog post should outline
what your skill can do, why you built it, and how customers will benefit from using the skill.
4. Promote Your Skill on Social Media: Amplify the news about your skill and expand its reach to
thousands (or millions) of potential users on social networks. You can post a link to your skill in
the Alexa Skills Store or share a link to the blog post you wrote announcing the skill. You can
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also share your skills directly from the Alexa app. To create a more enticing social media post,
try to take a short video of your skill in action and post it on Facebook, Twitter, YouTube or any
other social network. Make your video short and engaging, highlighting the most compelling
ways customers can use your skill and how to invoke it. You can also run advertisements on
the various social media channels. Here are a few resources to get you started: advertising
on Twitch, advertising on Facebook, advertising on Instagram, advertising on Pinterest,
advertising on LinkedIn, and advertising on Twitter.

Tracking Your Skill’s Engagement Metrics
You can monitor the performance of your skill through usage metrics available to you in on the Analytics
page in the developer console. These metrics give you useful information on how customers are using your
skill, and can help guide your decisions on how to design your skill in order to improve the experience.
All skills will show reporting in the following categories:

•

Summary: A high-level overview of the metrics available for the skill

•

Customers: Total unique customers

•

Sessions: Total sessions, successful session types, sessions per customer, and more

•

Utterances: Total utterances, average utterances, and utterance responses

•

Intents: Unique customers per intent, total utterances per intent, and more

•

Retention: Skill usage over time by groups of customers, or cohorts

•

Interaction Path: The common paths users take when interacting with your skill

•

Skill Activation: Number of users who enabled the skill, including account-linking data if applicable

In addition to the above, skills with ISP have an additional set of metrics that report on customer
engagement with paid content. For one-time purchases and consumables, you will see metrics for total
purchases by product type, upsell-to-offer conversion, offer-to-purchase conversion, upsell-to-purchase
conversion, and offer impressions. See the following page for screenshots of these metrics, pulled from the
developer console.
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For subscriptions, you will also see number of active subscriptions, trial-to-paid conversion rate, churn,
subscriptions started, and subscriptions ended.
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Additional Resources
See below a list of resources to help you as you build your first monetized Alexa skill. Questions? Attend
our Office Hours on Twitch (no sign-up required) or chime in on our developer forums.

How to Design
Alexa Design Guide
Which Type of In-Skill Product is Right for Your Alexa Skill?
8 Best Practices for Designing Premium Experiences for Alexa Skills
Designing a Good Customer Experience for In-Skill Purchasing
10 Things Every Alexa Skill Should Do
Hear It from a Skill Builder: 3 Tips for Building a Compelling Monetized Skill
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How to Build And Test
Technical Documentation: In-Skill Purchasing
Technical Documentation: Amazon Pay
Understanding the In-Skill Purchasing Experience
Alexa Skill Sample: Add In-Skill Products with One-Time Purchases and Subscriptions
Tips for Adding Consumable In-Skill Products to Your Alexa Skills
Metadata Deep Dive for In-Skill Purchasing
In-Skill Purchasing Certification Guide
How to Test Your In-Skill Products for a Great Customer Experience: 10 Test Cases
Amazon Pay for Alexa Skills FAQ

How to Certify
In-Skill Purchase Certification Guide
Amazon Pay Certification Guide

How to Optimize and Monitor
How to Optimize Your Upsell Strategy for Your Monetized Alexa Skills
Checklist: Ensure Your Monetized Alexa Skills Are Eligible for Amazon Promotion
How to Monitor Skill Engagement Using Reporting in the Developer Console
Tips on Promoting Your Alexa Skill

Developer Spotlights
How Developers are Making Money on Alexa
Invoked Apps Adds In-Skill Purchasing to Fuel Growth and Financial Success
Steven Arkonovich Adds In-Skill Purchasing to Personalize Alexa Skills and Boost His Voice Business
In-Skill Purchasing Offers Jeff Bolton’s Voice Business a New Level of Monetization
With In-Skill Purchasing, Gal Shenar Sets His Growing Voice Business Up for Long-Term Success
In-Skill Purchasing Takes Volley’s Thriving Voice Business to the Next Level
Skip the movie ticket lines with Atom and Alexa
London Theatre District Enables a Personal Box Office Assistant
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Get Started Today
The Alexa Skills Kit (ASK) is a collection of self-service APIs, tools, documentation, and code samples that
makes it fast and easy for anyone to add skills to Alexa. With ASK, you can leverage Amazon’s knowledge
and pioneering work in the field of voice design.
Start building today to make money with Alexa. Sell premium content to enrich your Alexa skill experience
with in-skill purchasing or offer a new sales channel by selling real-world goods and services with Amazon
Pay. You can also get paid for engaging skills that customers love most via Alexa Developer Rewards. We
can’t wait to see what you build.

Find Us on Social
Twitter: @AlexaDevs
Facebook: Alexa Developers
LinkedIn: Amazon Alexa Developers
YouTube: Alexa Developers
Twitch: Amazon Alexa
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